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RIGGING PLAN
MERCURY CLASS YACHT

NOTES:
(1) Deleted

(2) Mast may be stepped on keelson or on a block
between frames 3 & 4. Block cannot be more that 7-1/2
inches higher than the top face of the keelson.
(3) Forward edge of mast opening (at deck) cannot be
less than 63” from station 0.
(4) Upper stay (thru deck location) 4 inches maximum
aft of mast centerline, and 18 inches minimum from side
of mast.

(5) Lower stay (thru deck location ) no less than 18
inches off centerline of deck.
(6) Length of strut is from face of mast to wire.
(7) The projection points of the lower and jumper
shrouds at intersection with the mast shall not be more
that 5 inches above or below ther center line of spreader.
(8) When multiple mast bands are used, the individual
bands shall be spaced at least 5 inches from bands in
the set. Different and contrasting colors shall be used for
each set of bands.
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21ʼ-11” Maximum mast bands sepatation

17ʼ-8” Minimum - 18ʼ-5” Maximum

Spreaders 19-1/2” Max., 17” Min., rigid or hinged,
Wood, Stainless steel on aluminum tubing.

Bolt rope slot

Boom measuring point

17ʼ-5” ( 4”) Deck for connection jibstay(projected)and Mast

Jumpers, wood, stainless steel or aluminum tubing
19-1/2” Max, 15” Min. Angle optional, 90ºrecommended.
Jumper spreader bar optional.
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8“ Max. Jibstay at
Deck

